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I. Introduction
A. Purpose of the Study
The City of Montpelier has been pursuing the development of a transit center on what is
locally known as the Carr lot. This lot is currently used as a bus station and parking area.
While the bus station would be contained within the new transit center, all of the existing
parking spaces would not. The Carr Lot Committee (the Committee) has been working for
the last few years to move this transit center project for this site forward. They have
calculated that 130 spaces would be lost with the development of the proposed transit center
on the Carr lot.
The purpose of this study is to help the Committee determine if a suitable site can be found
in the Montpelier Downtown area to accommodate the lost or displaced parking.
The City of Montpelier Parking Committee’s report lays out a five year list of strategies
designed to address an existing parking space deficiency of 600 spaces in the City’s
downtown area. While various parking management strategies could eliminate the need for
250 spaces, the downtown is still faced with an existing 350 space shortfall. The shortfall
would be increased by an additional 130 spaces with the reduction in the number of parking
spaces that could be provided on the Carr Lot if it is developed as a transit center.
Numerous sites within the City have been considered for further parking development.
None of these sites contained enough land area to accommodate additional parking without
some form of structure. Most of these sites are surrounded by existing buildings of various
uses that could be affected by an adjacent parking structure and the vehicular traffic it would
bring to the adjacent streets. Visual impacts, compatibility of land uses, roadway and
intersection improvements, and construction and utility requirements need to be considered
when examining potential replacement sites.
The City began this study so that there would be an organized evaluation of these various
issues for up to four possible replacement sites. The City asked that the Committee make
one of three possible decisions, based on the outcome of this work:
1. A replacement site with a parking garage that is feasible on at least one and possibly
several parcels, but one particular parcel is a preferred location which would lead to
the City moving forward with design and engineering for a parking garage at the
preferred location as budgets allow.
2. A parking garage is not feasible on any of the four parcels considered and the City
will undertake further analysis on additional parcels within the downtown area.
3. A parking garage is not feasible on any of the four parcels considered and the City
will complete further analysis on additional parcels outside of the downtown area in
conjunction with a more aggressive shuttle system to outlying parking areas.
________________________________________________________________________
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B. Organization of the Report
After this introduction in Section I, Section II briefly describes the existing conditions in the
larger study area.
Section III describes the different final alternative sites that were considered.
Section IV includes the final recommendations of the report.
C. Analysis Process
To undertake the Study, the City of Montpelier (the City) staff, working with the Committee,
selected Wilbur Smith Associates (WSA) to undertake the analysis. WSA began the work by
reviewing the various parking studies already completed for the downtown area; Appendix
A includes a summary of these studies. They then reviewed the location of the existing
public parking areas in the Downtown Montpelier area to determine the potential for the
inclusion of additional parking. To this, WSA added large State or private parking lots for
further consideration. Proximity and quick access to the Carr lot, either by foot or a shuttle
bus, as well as desire to place most of the replacement parking in one location, were the two
main criteria for doing the initial screening of sites. WSA’s initial list included:












Capitol Plaza lot,
Court Street,
The Hunger Mountain Coop lot (with shuttle),
The North Branch (Jacob’s) parking lot,
The Department of Education and Training lot (with shuttle)*,
The First Church of Christ Scientist and Union Mutual Insurance Company lots
(corner of State and Bailey),
The Pitkin lot,
The Vermont Mutual Insurance Company lot,
Lots between 136 and 144 State Street*,
Lots behind 128/132 State Street*, and
Lots behind 144 and 146 State Street*.

Appendix B includes a short comparison table prepared by WSA for discussion with the
Committee that shows the pros and cons of each site. During the course of the
consideration of these alternatives, the State decided that it did not want State properties
considered for use as a replacement site for the Carr lot parking. The decision removed four
of the sites from the overall list of eleven (those with an asterisk in the list). Figure 1
provides a view of the location of the remaining parcels.
WSA also prepared a simple public survey to help understand how people are currently using
the parking on the Carr lot and to gather comments in general about what may be the most
________________________________________________________________________
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important reasons for using the Carr lot parking. Appendix C contains copies of the survey
and the results. The Committee reviewed the properties and the results of the survey and,
with the assistance of public input at an open work session, settled on two potential sites for
further examination: the Capitol Plaza and the North Branch (Jacob’s) lot. Appendix D
contains notes from the first work session.
Following this, WSA prepared more detailed sketches of how a parking structure could be
developed on each of these sites. After discussions with the Committee and input from an
initial public work session, the plans were refined to a single proposal for the Capitol Plaza
site and two options for the North Branch site. After preparing a more detailed analysis of
the three options, the Committee, with WSA’s assistance, again opened the discussion to the
public at an informal work session. This second work session presented the Capitol Plaza
and North Branch plans as well as additional plans being discussed by the City to create a
parking garage behind City Hall. Figures 5, 6, 9, 10, and 11 contain copies of the revised
plans and Appendix E contains a copy of the information presented at the second work
session.
Because there was not a clear and obvious choice, the Committee asked for the
consideration of another possibility, which extended a parking structure on the Capitol Plaza
lot south across the railroad tracks to the Carr lot itself. The Committee deliberated further
on the various options and determined that the Capitol Plaza/Carr lot options were not
workable. Table 1 is an evaluation matrix that compared the Capitol Carr lot options with
the North Branch and Capitol Plaza options. After a third public meeting on the project
held by the City Council, the Committee decided that two of the remaining options, the
Capital Plaza layout and the North Branch layout #1 both held promise. They decided to
proceed with further analysis of each of these possibilities as part of the overall National
Environmental Protection Act (NEPA) analysis of the Multi-modal center project.
Appendix F contains a copy of the presentation provided at the City Council public
meeting.
II. Existing Conditions
A. The Carr Lot
The Carr lot is a 1.16 acre parcel of land in downtown Montpelier that is bounded by the
Winooski River on the south, the North Branch on the East, the Washington County
Railroad on the north and Taylor Street on the west. (While it is, in fact, used as a lot for
cars, it is called the Carr lot because is it owned by Alan Carr.) Vehicular access to the site is
via two curb cuts on Taylor Street. Pedestrian access, both official and unofficial, is via
Taylor Street, a pedestrian crossing of the railroad at the eastern end of the site, or a
pedestrian walkway on the south side of the railroad bridge over the North Branch.
Most of the gravel-covered site is leased by the City for municipal parking. A temporary
structure at the west end of the site provides an office and shelter for a regional bus stop.
________________________________________________________________________
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The site currently provides approximately 95 parking spaces with day-long parking tickets
required. Tickets can be obtained from a machine on site. With the structures gone and an
efficient layout, the Carr lot could provide a total of 130 spaces, the number of spaces that
need to be replaced.
B. Other Properties
There are numerous other properties around the Carr lot that currently provide parking.
Some of the lots are private, providing parking for specific business, some are owned by the
State and used for State employees, and others are owned or leased by the City for use as
public parking areas. Most of the public areas have some form of payment required for
parking. Payment is either in the form of monthly permit, a daily fee paid to a small ticket
machine at each lot, or hourly meters. Figure 1 provides an overview of these parking
areas.
C. Circulation
Primary vehicular circulation in the Downtown area near the Carr lot is accommodated on
Taylor, State and Main Streets. Memorial Drive, on the south side of the Winooski River,
provides access between the Downtown and the interstate and to Berlin and Barre to the
east. The bridges over the Winooski River and North Branch are one of the primary
limitations to expanding the current roadway system in the Downtown. Figure 1 provides
an overview of the streets in the Study Area.
Pedestrian circulation in the downtown area primarily follows the roadways via sidewalks
and crosswalks. One significant exception is the unofficial pedestrian use of the railroad
bridge over the North Branch that connects the Carr lot with properties on Main Street.
The Washington County Railroad runs along the northern side of the Carr lot and divides it
from most of the other sites in the downtown area. An existing pedestrian railroad crossing
has been legally established at the eastern end of the Carr lot, connecting it to the Heney
property on the north side of the railroad, east of the Capitol Plaza lot.
D. Surveys
As part of the information gathering process of this study, the City, with the help of WSA,
distributed an informal survey on the windshields of the cars parked in the Carr lot for
approximately a week in January 2004. The survey asked questions relating to why and how
often the users parked in the lot. A second survey was more broadly distributed downtown
during the same time period to gather information about the parking habits and preferences
of others who park in the downtown. The survey results showed that of those that
responded, most parked in the lot all day, worked near the lot, and used it when nothing else
was available. Most of them indicated that they would not want to walk further than five
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minutes to get to their destination, and that they were not interested in taking a free shuttle
bus ride to free, outlying parking. The most important factors to them in deciding where to
park are a convenient location followed by the cost of parking. Appendix B contains a
copy of the survey and a summary of the results of the survey.
Of those that responded to the general survey, most drive Downtown for work, are about
evenly split between using parking meters and using parking lots, and look for inexpensive
parking that is within a five minute walk of their destination when they need to park in the
City. Appendix B contains a copy of the survey and a summary of the responses.
E. Parking Efficiency
When planning parking structures, one of the goals is to plan for efficient parking: getting
the most parking for the least amount of concrete. If a 9 x 18-foot parking space takes up
162 square feet (SF) and the one half of the aisle space behind it takes up another 72 SF, the
total space would be 270 SF. Thus, a parking structure that has about 300 SF per parking
space would be a very efficient parking structure. Efficiencies of up to 350 SF per parking
space are considered good.
To maximize efficiency, it is usually necessary to provide ninety degree parking on both sides
of a two-way ramp spiraling upward. In this way, the parking is as efficient as possible, and
the parking aisles double as the ramps that take users up into the structure. There can be
additional level deck areas served by the ramp, as long as they have ninety degree parking.
To make the spiral work, this layout consequently needs two 60-foot wide (minimum) aisles
side-by-side, creating a 120-foot wide structure, as Figure 2 shows. The length of each aisle
needs to be at least one half of the distance needed to rise from floor to floor with a grade of
less than five percent, which is a maximum rise of one foot for every twenty feet of distance.
If each floor is ten feet higher than the other, then each aisle would need to be 100 feet long
to rise five feet at a five percent grade.
These guidelines helped in the initial screening of the sites under consideration, as well as led
to the proposed designs for those sites that were considered.
III. Alternatives
A. Introduction
The Committee selected two alternate sites for further consideration: the Capitol Plaza
parking lot and the North Branch parking lot. Both of these lots are privately owned. The
City currently holds a lease on the use of 61 of the more than 100 parking spaces on the
Capitol Plaza lot and holds a lease on the entire use of the North Branch lot for public
parking. Several rounds of layouts were discussed until the Committee and WSA developed
plans that appeared to be workable within the limitations of each lot.
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Both Capitol Plaza and the North Branch sites had special conditions that needed to be met
as the plans were refined. For the Capitol Plaza lot, the design needed to:







Keep the new parking structure totally within the Capitol Plaza parcel;
Maintain a view corridor to the south across the Capitol Plaza parcel from the upper
levels of the Capitol Plaza Hotel;
Provide for the potential future development of the Barre Street Extension;
Continue to provide vehicular access to the parking located on the adjacent Christ
Church property;
Provide easy pedestrian access to the Hotel and State Street; and
Allow easy access from both Taylor Street and State Street.

Figure 3 graphically depicts this information.
For the North Branch/Jacob’s lot, the design could, if needed for efficiency, extend onto the
adjacent lands to the south owned by the Dickey Trust and the Vermont Association for the
Blind. The design for this site also needed to:








Locate the main entrance so that it could function well with the future Barre Street
Extension;
Provide sufficient clearance and turning movements on the ground level to allow
truck access to the rear of the buildings surrounding the parking area;
Plan for future pedestrian access directly to the upper levels of the buildings
surrounding the parking area;
Maintain and even enhance the existing vegetated bank of the North Branch River;
Maintain the existing Aubuchon Hardware building that borders the southern side of
the existing municipal parking area;
Provide easy pedestrian access to Main Street and the rear of the businesses
surrounding the parking area; and
Continue to allow access via Main Street;

Figure 4 graphically depicts this information.
The development of the final conceptual layouts for these two sites resulted in one plan for
the Capitol Plaza site and two layouts for the North Branch site.
In developing the potential parking structure layouts for each site, WSA took a conservative
approach. Possible layout or design options that were not certain or were based on
unfounded assumptions were eliminated. Neither the City nor WSA wanted the analysis
decisions to be based on possibilities that might not be realized, with the result that the
entire analysis based on such unfounded possibilities would then be invalid.
An example of such an assumption would to base the analysis on the ability to construct at
least one level of a parking structure below grade. If the economics, potential impacts or
community support for the parking structure required the first level to be underground, but
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later work found that it would not be possible to construct one level below grade, the entire
study would no longer be valid. The concepts in this report do not eliminate the use of such
possibilities in the future; they are just not reliant on them for the conclusions of the study
to be valid. Consequently, if the analysis assumed that the structure must all be above grade
and it is subsequently found that the first level could be placed below grade, then the
capacity of the overall structure could be increased, or its visual impacts and height could
potentially be reduced.
B. Capitol Plaza
The Capitol Plaza layout provides for a rectangular parking structure approximately 200 feet
long by 120 feet wide. Figures 5 and 6 provide sketches of the proposed layout. One
vehicular access point is at the northwest corner to serve traffic from State Street. A second
vehicular access point is on the southwestern corner of the structure to serve those motorists
arriving via Taylor Street. Pedestrian access stairways and elevators are located in the two
northern corners to leave the southern corners free for the future Barre Street Extension.
The proposed garage would redesign the layout of many of the existing surface parking
spaces, not only inside the structure, but outside the structure on the surrounding
approaches. A total of 107 spaces would be removed to accommodate the new parking
structure and access ways. Overall, the four-story structure will provide approximately 240
new spaces. When the 107 lost spaces and the 130 spaces to replace those on the Carr Lot
are considered, this structure will provide approximately 35 new parking spaces in the
downtown area.
The layout of the garage is based on a two-way ramp that spirals upward. Motorists enter
and drive up the ramp until they find a parking space. When exiting, they pull out of the
space and return down the same ramp to the exit.
The need to maintain a view corridor from the Hotel and to stay off the Church property
dictated that the garage needed to intrude into the proposed location for the Barre Street
Extension. The layout has therefore been planned so that the southern half of the first level
could be converted to use as the Barre Street right-of-way, with the future roadway traveling
under the upper levels of the parking structure. The clearance on the first level planned to
be 15 feet, to allow for full use of the future Barre Street Extension through the first level of
the site. Allowing for two feet of structure would place the second level 17 feet higher than
the first. Each subsequent upper level would only be ten feet higher then the level below.
Thus, the overall height of the parking structure would be approximately 48 feet tall,
including screening around the top level.
There is insufficient room within the limits of the proposed structure to bring vehicles up to
the second level at 17 feet high on a gradual ramp that also allows parking. Thus, a steep
ramp brings vehicles to the second level, after which the ramps continue gradually upward,
rising five feet at each level change.
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Figure 7 provides a view of the basic shape of the Capitol Plaza structure as viewed from
the Carr Lot; Figure 8 shows a view of from State Street. Appendix G contains additional
photo simulations.
C. North Branch
1. Two Possible Layouts
The need to provide truck access to the rear of the buildings surrounding the existing North
Branch parking area creates the need to choose between parking efficiency and truck
circulation efficiency. The limited truck access to the North Branch parking area is currently
via two narrow access ways from Main Street between buildings, and from further south on
Main Street near the railroad track and behind the back of the buildings on Main Street.
Two of the access ways are on the south side of the Aubuchon Hardware extension and one
is on the north side. Figure 4 shows the current layout and access to the site. Trucks
currently do not make many deliveries to the rear of the buildings that back up to the North
Branch lot, but it is hoped that a new layout on the ground level will make its use more
attractive.
There is only about 35 feet between the rear of the Aubuchon building and the end of the
existing pavement at the top of the bank of the North Branch River. Due to the various
restrictions on the parking structure layout, as described above, the ramp to the upper levels
can only be placed along the western edge of the site, adjacent to the North Branch. To
provide a ramp that is gradual enough to allow parking along its sides, it must pass behind
the Aubuchon Hardware building, blocking truck or vehicle access to the surface level from
this direction. All access to the first level of the structure, including all truck access, would
need to be from the single, 14-feet wide access drive from Main Street. Trucks would need
to enter this way and then either have enough room to maneuver around to head back out,
or back in or out. To allow truck and vehicular access behind the Aubuchon building, the
ramp will need to be steeper, eliminating the possibility of providing parking on the ramp.
Thus, one of the layouts for the North Branch, Layout #1, provides for the two-way, access
into the surface area. Layout #2 for the North Branch provides the more efficient parking
layout, but at the expense of access to the first level. Figures 9 and 10 show Layout #1;
Figures 9 and 11 show Layout #2.
Other than the configuration of the ramps to the second levels, both layouts are similar.
They are approximately 285 feet long by 120 feet wide. The parking structure is situated
close to the rear of the buildings on Main Street, and about five feet away from the western
end of the rear of the row of buildings along State Street. These buildings angle away from
the parking structure, increasing the distance between the rear of the buildings and the
proposed structure at the northeast corner. The first intermediate level, close to the rear of
the State Street buildings, is 17 feet higher than grade. The ramp continues up to the second
level, which is five feet higher at 22 feet above grade. The ramp to this level needs to be this
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high in order to clear the Aubuchon building. The building appears to be approximately 18
feet tall, so the ramp will just clear it as it ascends to the 22-foot elevation.
From the 22-foot high second level, the ramp would move to the next intermediate level at
27 feet above grade, ten foot higher than the 17 foot level. The ramp would continue to
spiral up in five foot increments to reach a total height of approximately 52 feet feet.
Adding a screening rail around the outside would bring the total height to about 55 feet.
Figure 12 provides a view of the basic structure of the North Branch Structure, which could
apply to either Layout #1 or Layout #2, since the difference between the two are primarily
interior. Appendix G contains additional photo simulations.
2. North Branch Layout #1
The first layout option uses a ramp with a steep slope of 15 percent to the first level, as
Figure 10 shows. There is no parking on this ramp. Circulation to ground level parking and
the rear of the buildings north of the Aubuchon Building is allowed both around the rear of
the Aubuchon Building and from Main Street through the Country Store access. The
Aubuchon Access from Main Street would not be used, but the further access near M&M
Beverage would remain open. The two-way access and circulation allows truck to move
more freely around the first level. This layout provides 350 spaces on four levels. When the
23 spaces to be lost on the site as well as the 130 spaces allotted to the Carr lot are
subtracted, this layout will provide 197 new parking spaces.
3. North Branch Layout #2
The second layout uses a ramp that allows parking along its side, increasing the overall
efficiency of the parking layout, as Figure 11 shows. The length needed to provide a gradual
grade that allows parking required the ramp to fill the space between the rear of the
Aubuchon building and the North Branch. This removes the access to the first level from
the south, behind the Aubuchon building. All access to the first level north of the
Aubuchon building, both entering and exiting, would be through the Country Store access.
The internal circulation necessary to facilitate turning movement for trucks would limit the
number of parking spaces available on the first level. This layout provides 380 spaces on
four levels. When approximately 30 spaces to be lost on the site as well as the 130 spaces
allotted to the Carr lot are subtracted, this layout will provide 220 new parking spaces.
The upper levels would be the same as for Layout #1.
D. Additional Analysis
1. Introduction
After the public review of the Capitol Plaza and North Branch alternatives, there was no
clear preference as to which would be better. To move the discussion forward, and to make
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sure that as many viable options were considered as possible, the Committee asked that the
possibility of developing a parking structure on the Carr Lot itself, as well as the potential for
expanding the Capitol Plaza lot to the south over the railroad towards the Carr lot. The
Committee provided a sketch of an earlier layout of an office and parking structure on the
Carr lot to use as a starting point.
2. Carr Lot
The Carr lot’s shape, with very little of it wider than 120 feet, precludes the development of
an efficient, multi-story parking structure, as described in Section II.E. To rise the ten feet
minimum distance between floors and have circulation space at either end between ramps,
the structure would need to be 150 feet long. There is insufficient area on the Carr lot to
place a structure with this minimum width and length. Placing some irregularly shaped
structure makes it very difficult to create a parking structure on the site that would be more
efficient than one of the layouts being considered for the Capitol Plaza or the North Branch
properties.
3. Capitol Plaza/Carr Lot
To expand the parking structure south towards the Carr lot means that the parking structure
must span the railroad, as well as provide a possible future location for Barre Street
Extension on the north side of the railroad. The railroad requires a minimum 25 foot
clearance over the tracks, meaning that only the upper levels of the parking structure could
be extended towards the Carr lot.
A basic, efficient method of doing the extension would be to duplicate one of the ramps,
starting with the third ramp. The upper two ramps would cover the railroad track and
extend approximately 30 feet into the Carr lot, supported on columns. The two-story space
under the third aisle would be open to allow, among other things, easy air circulation.
Figure 13 shows this option.
This layout, labeled Capitol Carr #1, would accommodate approximately 347 parking spaces.
After subtracting the 107 existing parking spaces lost due to the construction of the parking
structure, there would be 240 parking spaces. Removing the 130 spaces needed for the Carr
lot leaves 110 new parking spaces in the downtown area. The area under the parking
structure that extends to the Carr Lot could be used for other buildings, additional parking,
or open space.
The second layout for the extension of parking onto the Carr property builds on the
previous site plan by providing a third and fourth parking level, accessible only from the
Capitol Plaza side of the structure. The footprint of the parking structure would be similar
to that of the parking deck shown on the earlier office layout. The first level of parking
would be accessed by an outer driveway with angled parking facing inward. The second
level of parking would be reached by a ramp and would dead end at the end of the deck.
The third and fourth levels would be reached by a bridge across the railroad from a parking
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structure on the Capitol Plaza, using the ramps on the Capitol Plaza side to go up and down.
There would be no connection between any of the levels on the Carr lot side of the
structure.
This structure, labeled Capitol Carr #2, would provide approximately 390 parking spaces.
After subtracting the 107 existing parking spaces lost due to the construction of the parking
structure, there would be 283 parking spaces. Removing the 130 spaces needed for the Carr
lot leaves 153 new parking spaces in the downtown area. This structure covers much more
of the Carr lot than the Capitol Carr #1 plan, as Figure 14 shows.
Expanding parking across the railroad would increase the linkage between the replacement
parking and the transit center on the Carr lot. It would also present the need to gain the
approval of the State, which owns the railroad right-of-way and likely the approval of the
Vermont Railway, lessee of the line. If these hurdles are overcome, the balance between the
use of the eastern portion of the site between parking and parkland would need to be
determined. The use under the third and fourth level of parking would also need to be
determined.
If the Capital Carr #1 is used, the challenge of minimizing the visual impacts of a large raised
structure approximately 120 feet by 200 feet and 20 feet in the air must be addressed. If
Capital Carr #2 is used, the visual integration of the parking structure into both the
remaining, small park area and the proposed transit center will be important considerations.
4. Comparison Matrix
The three sites present different levels of benefit, as well as variable levels of challenges and
potential impacts. To assist in the review of the different alternatives, Table 1 compares
various aspects of the different plans. It presents initial analysis of key issues related to the
placement of a parking structure on the various sites. These notes are based on a general
review of the issues and not on detailed analysis of specific conditions, such as a traffic
analysis of the potential impacts to specific intersections.
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Table 1. Parking Structure Studies Matrix
Capital Plaza C

North Branch/Jacobs Lot #1

North Branch/Jacobs Lot #2

Capital Plaza Carr #1

Facility Used for Analysis

shared, 4 level (1/2 level 3 feet below grade)

4 level garage

4 level garage

4 level garage with upper two levels extending over the
railroad towards the Carr Lot with support columns on Carr
lot

Current Use

62 leased public and 120 private parking spaces

61 leased public parking spaces/service access to
businesses

61 leased public parking spaces/service access to 62 leased public and 120 private parking spaces on the
businesses
Capital Plaza and 61 spaces on the Carr lot.

private (City has 99 year lease)

Current Ownership

private

private (City has 99 year lease)

Private

Property Owner Concerns

maintain view corridor; maintain access and use of "Red Unknown
Barn" buiding; maintain through vehicular access
between State and Taylor Streets

Unknown

Capitol Plaza: maintain view corridor; maintain access and
use of "Red Barn" buiding; maintain through vehicular
access between State and Taylor Streets

Adjacent Landowner concerns

maitain pedestrian access to rear of properties; don't block
maintain vehicular access to church parking; minimize
shadows caste on church; maintain future development of light to upper windows; maintain access to dumpsters
first floor space on Heney property

maitain pedestrian access to rear of properties;
don't block light to upper windows; maintain
access to dumpsters

maintain vehicular access to church parking; minimize
shadows caste on church; maintain future development of
first floor space on Heney property

Potential Pedestrian Access to Downtown, the
Capitol Complex and Business

tight access to Main St.on vehicular access drives or through
easy access to State Street via sidewalks; circuitous
access to Taylor Street (good access in the future to Main buildings - only access through buildings to State St. (easy
access to path / Barre St. Extension) potential barrior free
St.via completed path / Barre St. Extension)
access to rear of adjacent buildings on all levels.

tight access to Main St.on vehicular access drives easy access to State Street via sidewalks; circuitous
access to Taylor Street (and Main St. in the future via
or through buildings - only access through
buildings to State St. (easy access to path / Barre completed path / Barre St. Extension)
St. Extension) potential barrior free access to rear
of adjacent buildings on all levels.

Pedestrian Access to the Carr Lot

2 - 3 minute walk across railroad by the pedestrian
crossing or Taylor Street

Safety & Security

access routes to ground level area must be clearly signed
interior intersctions need to maintain corner visibility;
lower levels of parking may be unappealing without good and striped; ground level area will be very dark and isolated;
proximity and potential direct access to surroudning buildings
visibility
may increase feelings of security in upper levels

Vehicular Access & Circulation

acceptable vehicular access from State St., circuitous
access from Taylor St. (Future easy from Barre St.
Extension)

very difficult and circuitous vehicular access from Main St.
via a substandard, narrow access drive or a circuitous
access route through existing parking areas starting near
M&M Beverage (future access easier from Barre St.
Extension)

very difficult and circuitous vehicular access from acceptable vehicular access from State St., circuitous
Main St. via a substandard, narrow access drive access from Taylor St. to Capital Plaza, easy access to
Carr lot (Future easy from Barre St. Extension)
or a circuitous access route through existing
parking areas starting near M&M Beverage
(future access easier from Barre St. Extension)

Traffic Assessment¹

increase use of State & Taylor Sts. & Taylor & Memorial
Drive Intersections

increase traffic on Main St. and at the State/Main
intersection; 1-way access points will help circulation
(potential easy future access from Barre Street Extension)

increase traffic on Main St. 1-way access points
needed (potential easy future access from Barre
Street Extension)

Visual Impacts

garage height in context with adjacent hotel building, will garage in context with adjacent buildings - may be difficult to garage in context with adjacent buildings - may be garage height in context with adjacent hotel building, will
be a significant presence in the view from Memorial Drive difficult to see - riverside treatment important be a significant presence in the view from Memorial Drive see - riverside treatment important - view from adjacent
view corridors from hotel maintained, large raised structure
view from adjacent building windows blocked
building windows blocked
- view corridors from hotel maintained
could be out of place

Environmental Considerations

flood plain issues to be addressed minimal

potential river impacts; possible hazardous material in the
soil

potential river impacts; possible hazardous
material in the soil

potential river impacts

Utility Conflicts

overhead wires and storm drains

overhead wires and storm drains; propane tanks to be
relocated

overhead wires and storm drains; propane tanks
to be relocated

overhead wires

Emergency Vehicle Access & Operations

acceptable emergency vehicle access from Taylor St. &
State St. (future easy from Barre St. Extension)

difficult emergency vehicle access from Main St. (easy from
Barre St. Extension) - blocks access to rear of State St. and
Main St. buildings -garage offers potential for sprinklers to
buildings

difficult emergency vehicle access to ground level acceptable emergency vehicle access from Taylor St. &
State St. (easy from Barre St. Extension)
and upper levels from Main St. (easier future
access from Barre St. Extension) - structure
blocks access to rear of State St. and Main St.
buildings -garage offers potential for sprinklers to
buildings

Truck Access & Delivery

truck access possible under garage in location of future
Barre Street Extension

limited truck access to ground level, including circulation
behind Aubuchon building single point truck access to rear
of buildings on State and Main Streets.

truck access possible under garage in location of future
very limited single point truck access to ground
Barre Street Extension
level at rear of buildings on State and Main
Streets - may require backing in or backing out of
the space.

Compatiblity with Relevant Plans &
Recommendations

limits development potential along Barre St. Extension

compatible

compatible

Construction Issues

open area - relatively easy construction - must consider constricted site - difficult construction - potential issues
flood plain issues - may be subsurface issues to address associated with building close and over existing buildings
and close to the river - removal & replacement of Aubuchon
Hardware could simplify construction - must consider flood
plain issues

Permit Issues

Act 250, stormwater runoff, and zoning permits needed

Community Support

Mixed

Mixed

Right of Way Issues

lease or purcahse of property necessary; may require
subdivision for purchase

Lease appears to allow construction on North Branch; lease Lease appears to allow construction on North
of adjacent parcels neccesary for structure and access.
Branch; lease of adjacent parcels neccesary for
structure and access.

lease or purcahse of Capital Plaza property necessary;
may require subdivision for purchase

New Spaces

271

350

380

347

Spaces Removed

107

23

30

107

Net New Spaces

164

327

357

240

New Spaces After Carr Lot (-130)

34

197

220

110

5-10 minute walk via State Street; 3-4 minute walk via
railroad bridges (and in the future via path / Barre Street
Extension)

5-10 minute walk via State Street; 3-4 minute walk 1-2 minute walk from garage
via railroad bridges (and in the future via path /
Barre Street Extension)
interior intersctions need to maintain corner visibility; lower
access routes to ground level area must be
clearly signed and striped; ground level area will levels of parking may be unappealing without good visibility
be very dark and isolated; proximity and potential
direct access to surroudning buildings may
increase feelings of security in upper levels

increase use of State & Taylor Sts. & Taylor & Memorial
Drive Intersections

Not compatible with current plans for the Carr lot because
it uses park space for parking; limits development potential
along Barre St. Extension

constricted site - difficult construction - potential open area - relatively easy construction - construction over
rail road creates complications and possible extra expense
issues associated with building close and over
existing buildings and close to the river - removal - must consider flood plain issues
& replacement of Aubuchon Hardware could
simplify construction - must consider flood plain
issues

Act 250, stormwater runoff and zoning permits needed; total Act 250, stormwater runoff and zoning permits
approval by fire, rescue and police recommended
needed; total approval by fire, rescue and police
recommended

Mixed

Act 250, storm water runoff and zoning permits needed,
Permission to use railroad air rights required. Refinement
of proposed Carr lot site plan needed.

Mixed

________________________________________________________________________________________
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IV. Findings
A. Introduction
During the course of the analysis of the three sites under consideration, the positive aspects
of the various alternatives began to emerge. Ultimately, both the North Branch and Capitol
Plaza sites were considered viable by the Committee. The Committee was, in fact, fairly
evenly divided in their opinion as which site was the more appropriate choice. Their
decision was to recommend that both lots be considered further before the City decided
which site would be developed to replace the Carr lot spaces. They felt that the information
developed for the other site would still be useful as part of the larger examination of parking
needs in downtown Montpelier.
The Committee presented the information and recommendations to the Montpelier City
Council at their meeting of July 14, 2004. As part of their recommendations to the City
Council, they recommended moving forward with the overall review of the transit facility
project with both the North Branch and Capitol Plaza sites for consideration as alternatives.
They felt that the next level of investigation could reveal greater differences between the two
sites, possibly making the choice clearer as to which one is more appropriate.
Consequently, the follow findings relate to the plans for these two sites. They summarize the
information gathered or discussed in the course of examining the two sites.
B. General Observations
1. Capitol Plaza
The Capitol Plaza alternative is a relatively basic structure to develop because of the open
nature of the site. It is also easy to readily link the structure to the proposed transit center
on the Carr lot across the railroad to the south. Pedestrian access to both the Carr lot and
the downtown area would be easy. A parking structure on the Capitol Plaza lot would also
be fairly simple to manage. The Capitol Plaza possibility would be visible directly from
Taylor Street and Memorial Drive and between or behind buildings from State Street, as
shown in Figures 7 and 8. Appendix G contains additional photo simulations.
Consequently, a parking structure on the Capitol Plaza would require special attention on the
façade and the way the building looks. This would most likely increase the overall budget.
A parking structure on the Capitol Plaza would also limit the views from the hotel. It should
not be high enough to block the light into the existing Church. Overall, the Capital Plaza
structure would replace the parking spaces lost on the Carr Lot as well as provide
approximately 35 additional spaces.

_______________________________________________________________________
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2. North Branch
There are numerous unknowns associated with the potential parking structure over the
North Branch parking lot. Most important are:
•
•
•
•

The specific conditions associated with developing the parking decks over the
existing Aubuchon building,
Construction close to the existing buildings on State and Main Streets,
Construction close to the North Branch, and
Overall construction in a tight space.

Resolution of these issues could add significantly to the overall cost of the project. While
they have been considered in the development of the initial estimate of potential
construction costs provided in the comparison matrix, there is still the possibility that they
could cause additional increases in the budget.
A parking structure on the North Branch property would be screened from almost all views.
The buildings along State and Main Streets would obscure much of the structure, while the
existing vegetation along the North Branch would provide a screen for most of the lower
levels of the garage. The relatively hidden nature of a parking structure on this site would
mean that there would not need to be significant amount of work on the facades of the
buildings to make them blend with the architecture of the downtown. This factor reduces
the basic estimate of construction costs for this structure as compared to the Capitol Plaza
structure. When combined with the possible increase due to tight conditions, the overall
cost may be similar to the costs for the Capitol Plaza structure. A structure on the North
Branch property, however, would limit the view out and the light entering the windows on
the buildings surrounding the North Branch site.
The North Branch structure could provide at least 190 additional parking spaces over those
required to replace the lost spaces from the Carr lot.
A parking structure on the North Branch lot could also provide other benefits: such as:
•
•
•

A location for new water risers to support sprinklers in the adjacent buildings,
The possibility of creating a layout that allows the removal of truck deliveries from
State and Main Streets, and
A covered gathering place for a farmers market, concerts or other outdoor activity in
the Downtown area.

Layout #2 also severely limits the access to the ground level parking and service areas north
of the Aubuchon building and limits the benefits. Given the goal of potential of making the
first level a multiuse space and a reasonable location for truck deliveries, only layout #1
makes sense. Not providing the connection between the ground level and the access from
the south would severely limit the viability and circulation potentials of the ground level.
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C. Permit Issues
1. General Permits.
For either site, there are common permits that will be needed.
The City will need to permit the construction of the parking structure in the flood plain.
The structure will need to limit the amount of additional upstream flooding and will also
need to be strong enough to resist being washed downstream during a severe flood.
The City will need to obtain Development Review Board approval and both would need a
Design Review, since both properties are in the Design Review District. Both properties
would most likely need a stormwater runoff permit and an Act 250 Permit.
2. Capitol Plaza
If the City wishes to own the land under the parking structure, the Capitol Plaza would need
to be subdivided.
3. North Branch
Construction on the North Branch property may need a stream disturbance permit. It may
also potentially need a State Conditional Use Determination for construction within a
wetland buffer area, depending on how the North Branch or its banks is classified by the
State. If the City wishes to own the land under the parking structure, the Dickey Trust and
Vermont Association for the Blind properties would need to be subdivided.
D. Ownership and Operation
If the City decided that ownership of the land would be critical to the development of the
structure, the Capitol Plaza option would require a subdivision of the larger parcel.
Ownership of the land under the North Branch structure would require the subdivision of
the Dickey Trust and Vermont Association for the Blind properties or the purchase of the
entire parcel, as well as the purchase of the Jacob’s lot.
The land under the parking structure, in the simplest option, could remain in its current
ownership and leased to the City. A new lease agreement would be required for the
structures either on the Capitol Plaza because the area to be leased is different than that
included in the current lease, or on the North Branch parking lot because the existing lease
for the does not allow the construction of a larger structure. The City would need to obtain
leases on the portions of the Dickey Trust and Vermont Association for the Blind properties
to be used for the structure, as well as for street access.
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The parking structure, under another option would be owned by the City. The City also has
the option of contracting with a private contractor to own and operate under a fee/parking
tax arrangement with the City.
The operation of the parking structure on either lot could be managed by the City as the
current City parking facilities are managed, through a variety of parking meters, daily parking
fees paid to an on-site ticket machine, or monthly permits. Another option is as traditional
ticketing /cashiering system which is labor extensive. A third option would be the use of
automated access gates that use computer read tickets that are paid into a ticket machine
prior to exiting the structure. This third option would allow greater control of the use of
the structure and a fee collection system that may be cost-effective without a significant
increase in City staff for the management of the garage’s use.
E. Preliminary Estimate of Probable Construction and Maintenance Costs
Preliminary estimates of probable construction and maintenance costs are presented in
Table 1. Estimates are presented as a per-space cost, as well as a total cost based on the
estimated number of spaces in each structure. The preliminary estimates are based on:
•
•
•
•

Initial consideration of the issues associated with the construction of the different
schematic plans;
Minimal information on the sub-surface conditions of the sites;
Preliminary consideration of the number of special permits and conditions that will
need to be addressed; and
Current industry information on the per space costs for constructing parking
structures.

Annual operating and maintenance costs are based on typical operation costs for parking
structures under the following criteria:
• The configuration of the structure,
• The number of levels,
• The number of elevators,
• The access to the structure,
• The accessibility of the outside areas, and
• The type of expected construction.
It would also be reasonable for the City to establish a maintenance reserve fund of
approximately $60 per space per year to pay for more significant structural repairs in future
years.
F. Schedule
A typical schedule for the planning, design and construction of a parking structure can span
approximately three years:
_______________________________________________________________________
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•
•
•
•
•

3 months - Topographic/Property Line Surveys, Geotechnical/Soil Borings and
Land Ownership/Legal Documentation
12 months - Environmental Assessments/Impact Statements/Permitting
3 months - Preliminary and Final Design
18 months - Construction
36 months - Total Time

Special site conditions, funding considerations or other unforeseen situations can obviously
extend this time line.
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Figure 1
POTENTIAL REPLACEMENT PARKING AREAS NEAR THE CARR LOT
Carr Lot Replacement Parking Study
City of Montpelier

Figure 8
CAPITAL PLAZA STRUCTURE – STATE STREET PHOTO SIMULATION
Carr Lot Replacement Parking Study
City of Montpelier

Figure 7
CAPITAL PLAZA STRUCTURE – TAYLOR STREET SIMULATION
Carr Lot Replacement Parking Study
City of Montpelier

Figure 6
CAPITAL PLAZA POTENTIAL PARKING STRUCTURE – SECOND LEVEL
Carr Lot Replacement Parking Study
City of Montpelier

Figure 5
CAPITAL PLAZA POTENTIAL PARKING STRUCTURE – FIRST LEVEL
Carr Lot Replacement Parking Study
City of Montpelier

Figure 4
NORTH BRANCH PARKING LOT EXISTING CONDITIONS
Carr Lot Replacement Parking Study
City of Montpelier

Figure 3
CAPITOL PLAZA PARKING LOT EXISTING CONDITIONS
Carr Lot Replacement Parking Study
City of Montpelier

Figure 9
NORTH BRANCH POTENTIAL STRUCTURE – TYPICAL FIRST LEVEL
Carr Lot Replacement Parking Study
City of Montpelier

Figure 2
TYPICAL LAYOUT FOR EFFICIENCY
Carr Lot Replacement Parking Study
City of Montpelier

Figure 10
NORTH BRANCH #1 POTENTIAL STRUCTURE – SECOND LEVEL
Carr Lot Replacement Parking Study
City of Montpelier

Figure 13
CAPITAL/CARR #1 PARKING STRUCTURE – THIRD LEVEL
Carr Lot Replacement Parking Study
City of Montpelier

Figure 12
NORTH BRANCH POTENTIAL STRUCTURE – PHOTO SIMULATION
Carr Lot Replacement Parking Study
City of Montpelier

Figure 11
NORTH BRANCH #2 PARKING STRUCTURE – SECOND LEVEL
Carr Lot Replacement Parking Study
City of Montpelier

Figure 14
CAPITAL/CARR #2 PARKING STRUCTURE – THIRD LEVEL
Carr Lot Replacement Parking Study
City of Montpelier
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APPENDIX A
A Summary of Previous Parking Studies
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STUDY OF PREVIOUS PARKING STUDIES
No.

Date

1

Dec-98

2

Jan-02

Topic
Cost of Ownership of Parking Structures
Cost of Operating a Year-Round Employee Shuttle
Court Street Parking Facility - Traffic Impact Study
Montpelier Parking and Circulation Study

3

Aug-96
Report of the Montpelier Parking Committee to City Council

4
5

May-01
Jan-03

Pricing and Design for Carr Lot Redevelopment

6

Jun-80

Parking Study, CBD, Montpelier, VT

7
8

Apr-81 Rear Lot Design Study - Montepelier - Highest and Best Uses Analysis
Spring 2001 Court Street Parking Facility - Schematic Design and Cost Estimate

Montpelier Parking and Shuttle Study
9
10
11

12
13
14

Jul-93
Feb-89
late 80s

Parking Garage Study
Files on parking leases

Nov-86 A Study of State-owned Parking Areas within the Capital Complex
Mar-02 North Branch Parking Lot Resign Project
70s and 80s Parking Files

STUDY OVERVIEW
Two papers estimating cost on a per space of building, maintaining and repairing a
parking space with cost of running a shuttle
Results: $240.33/mo/space for parking, $114.25/mo/space for shuttle
TIS for Court St parking - no summary page
Parking is an issue - as measured from shoppers perceived shortage of parking not
pricing problem, observed high parking utilization. Suggest strategies - shuttle seemed to
work (4,000 riders/mo), adopt no free parking in retail core, give priority to shoppers,
located parking outside
Parking is a problem, done 8 studies in 20 yrs., more or less same - need to take action suggests taking control of parking and managing it via committee: increase meters, all 2hr except by post office, move day parkers out of downtown, charge $60/mo at Jacobs,
lot, etc. - suggest to acquire, manage & control parking
Suggestions and costs for development scemes
Old study, suggested strategies to manage parking - reduce 2-hr to 1-hr, increase meter
fees & parking tickets to raise $$ & ultimately suggest to build parking lot
Plan for parcel near downtown - includes recommendations for all of downtown different ideas for development and control
Schematic Design and Cost Estimate
Evaluation of parking & shuttle services. Main findings re: parking - strong perception
of parking, inadequate supply of short-term parking, long term okay except during
legislative session. Problems with meter feeders and intersection at Main/State
congested (LOS D). Study found shuttle to be acceptable. Outlines a strategy to
address parking problems and implement shuttle. Study Parking Inventory: 3,088
spaces overall, 391 on-street, 613 off-street, 1,094 state spaces, 990 private spaces overall utilization rate of 76%.
Cost estimates for parking garage
Includes some files on leases, pricing, some drawings, and parking counts
Identifies shortage of parking for state employees suggests a remote lot with shuttle
service as short term solution and a parking structure as longer term solution. Study
includes examination into potential sites for remote lot and parking structure.
Recommendations for improvement of North Branch Lot

Files on parking leases & designs and layouts to improve existing lots

City of Montpelier
Carr Lot Replacement Parking Study

APPENDIX B
Initial Sites Under Consideration
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CARR LOT PARKING STRUCTURE STUDY
INITIAL ALTERNATIVE SCREENING MATRIX

SITE EVALUATION CRITERIA

Capitol Plaza

North Branch/Jacobs Lot

Court Street Lot

DET Lot

Pitkin

Vermont Mutual Parking

Bailey St. Lot

Hunger Mountain Co-op

Facility & General Layout to accommodate 130
spaces1

shared, 3 level garage

4 level garage

5 level garage (to meet state and Carr
Lot needs)

new surface parking

5 level garage (all additional space
needed for Carr Lot replacement)

4 level garage

5 level garage

5 level garage

Current Use

62 leased public and 120 private
parking spaces (2nd level can expand
both)

61 leased public parking
spaces/service access to businesses

State parking spaces

State DET parking

42 public parking spaces/assigned
public parking spaces

private parking spaces

60± private parking spaces

60± private parking spaces

Ownership

private

private

State

State

city

private

private

private

Potential Pedestrian Access to Downtown

easy access to State Street (and Main
St. in the future via completed
path/Barre St. Extension)

relatively easy access to Main St. needs access through buildings to
Main St.

easy Access to Gov. Davis Ave. &
Court St.

15/20 minute walk to downtown via
path or shuttle ride

easy access to East State St. &
acceptable access to Main St.

easy access to Court St. & narrow
access to State St.

easy access to State St. & Bailey St.

easy access to pedestrian path

Pedestrian access to the Carr Lot

1-2 minute walk across railroad

5-10 minute walk via State Street; 2-3 five minute walk via Gov. Davis Ave. & 15-minute walk via path or shuttle ride
minute walk via railroad bridges (and in Taylor St.
the future via path/Barre Street
Extension)

5/10 minute walk via completed
path/Barre St. Extension

5/10 minute walk via Court St., Gov.
Davis Ave., Taylor St. or mid-block
crossing of State St.

5-10 minute walk via State St.

10-15 minute walk via Main St. (shorter
when pedestrian path is complete)

Vehicular Access

acceptable vehicular accessfrom Taylor difficult vehicular access from Main St. easy vehicular access from Court St.
St. & State St. (easy from Barre St.
(easy from Barre St. Extension)
Extension)

acceptable vehicular access from
acceptable vehicular access from Main easy vehicular access from Court Sreet acceptable vehicular access from
good vehicular acess from Stone
Memorial Drive; left turns difficult during St. & East State St.
and marginal vehicular access from
Bailey St. ; possible access from State Cutters Way - one-way street exit
peak hours
State St.
St.

increase use of State & Taylor Sts.
intersection

increase traffic on Main St. 1-way
access points needed (potential easy
future access from Barre Street
Extension)

increase use of State St. & Taylor St.
intersection

Increase use of intersections along
Memorial Drive

increase use of Main St./State St./ East increase use of State St./Taylor St.
State St. intersection
intersection & potential Main St./State
St./East State St intersection

increase use of State St./Bailey St.
intersection

Visual impacts

garage in context with adjacent hotel
building

garage in context with adjacent
buildings - Riverside treatment
important somewhat hidden

garage in context with surroundings street facade treatment important elevation change minimizes impacts

minimal impacts from Memorial Drive

garage slightly out of context with
adjacent East State St. buildings - in
context with Main St. buildings

garage in context with existing State
Street buildings - street façade
treatment important - relevant change
minimized impacts

garage in context with adjacent building garage a significantly new structure on
- elevation change minimizes impacts the river

Environmental Considerations

minimal

potential river impacts

minimal

potential river impacts

minimal

minimal

potential river impact

potential river impact

Utility Conflicts

minimal

overhead wires

minimal

minimal impacts from Memorial Drive

overhead wires

minimal

minimal

minimal

Emergency Vehicle Access

acceptable emergency vehicle access
from Taylor St. & State St. (easy from
Barre St. Extension)

difficult emergency vehicle access from good
Main St. (easy from Barre St.
Extension)

acceptable

difficult emergency vehicle access due good
to tight access

good

difficult emergency vehicular access one-way street

Compatiblity with Relevant Plans &
Recommendations

could limit development potential along compatible
Barre St. Extension - higher garage
could retain potential

compatible

compatible

compatible

compatible

Construction Issues

open area - relatively easy construction constricted site - difficult construction - open area - relatively easy construction open area - relatively easy construction moderately constricted site
removal & replacement of Aubuchon
Hardware could simplify construction

Traffic impacts

1

2

2

compatible

Based on simple multiplication of current parking facilities and general layout of parcel - surface paking is included as level
Based on qualitative analysis only

PRINTED 1/26/2005

Page 1

compatible

open area - relatively easy construction semi-open area - acceptable
construction

increases use of Main St./Memorial
Drive intersection & Granite St./River
St. intersection

open area - relatively easy construction

City of Montpelier
Carr Lot Replacement Parking Study

APPENDIX C
User Surveys
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Montpelier Carr Lot Parking Study
CARR LOT Survey Results
MONTPELIER CARR LOT PARKING STUDY
CARR LOT SURVEY RESULTS

1

What was the primary reason why you drove to Montpelier
today?
Work – all-day

16

Work- part-time

2

Work – attend meeting/appointment, etc.

2

Personal – shopping/recreational/social
Other:
2

1 (Course given at AARP office)________________________

How long did it take to walk to your destination from the Carr
Lot?
Less than 5 minutes

14

6-10 minutes

6

11-15 minutes
About 20 minutes
More than 30 minutes
Other:
Page 1
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3

4

On average, how many days a week do you travel to downtown
Montpelier?
Once or twice a week

3

3-4 times per week

1
1 (during Legislature only)

5 times per week

12

More than 5 times per week

3

Other:

1 Maybe 1 or ever other month

How often do you usually park in the Carr Lot?
Every time I come to Montpelier

10

When I need to spend more than a couple of hours in downtown

2

Only when on –street parking is unavailable
This is the first time I’ve ever parked in this lot

1

Other:

1 State lots are full
3 When Capital Plaza lot is full
1 whenever the gov’t is in session
1 while working
1 work in office on State St – park in Carr 5 days/week
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5

Why did you decide to park in the Carr Lot?
The location is convenient

7

The price is reasonable

4

The facility is good (i.e. clean, well-lit, covered, etc.) 2

6

There was no other parking available

11

Other:

1 (agency changed some parking spaces)
1 (I have a Capitol Plaza Lot permit)
1 (forced, priced out of other lots)

How did you pay for your parking today?
Paid daily rate

10
1 (would like monthly pass but none available)

I have a monthly pass

6

Other:

1
1 (Carr is one of the alternate lots for persons whose offices are in the Capitol
Plaza building. I have a permit.)
1 (included with office rent at Capitol Plaza)
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7

If you were making the same trip as you did today, under the
same conditions (i.e. weather, number of passengers, items
carried, etc.) would you be willing to
a.

b.

Walk an additional 5 minutes to and from your
destination to the parking lot?
Yes

5

No

11
1 (I love to walk, but when I come to Mont. To work, I have to carry heavy work materials.)

Unsure

2
1 (at 10 below--?)

Take a free shuttle bus ride to and from your
destination from another free parking area
further away from the downtown than the
Carr Lot?
Yes

1 (If they ran more often and the lot were on the east side of town)

No

13

Unsure

1 (Depending on how often it runs – I often work late.)
4
1 (depends on frequency of bus & whether I can wait for it in the car or a warm shelter)
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8

When you decide where to park, how important are the
following amenities and facilities?

Not Important
The lot is covered
The lot is well-lit
Pedestrian access is easy
It is a secure lot with controlled access
Parking is inexpensive
The location is convenient
9

14
1
6
1
1

2
3
1
5
2

2
5
2
5
4

5
8
1
2
2

Very
Important
1
5
9
3
10
17

If you had a choice, where would you park?
On the street
City Center Garage

3

Behind City Hall

1

Capital Plaza Lot

11

60 State Street

1

Behind Aubuchon Hardware

2

Other

1 Anywhere close to the bank and less expensive than $2 a day
1 Jacob’s Lot
1 Behind Thrush Tavern
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10

Please rank the following five options in terms of your
preference with 1 as most preferred and 5 as least preferred

Pay higher fees to park downtown
Pay lower fees to park, about 2-3 minutes (walking) from
downtown

1-5
1-7

2-1
2-8

3-1
3-1

4-1
4-3

5-9
5-

Park free about 5 minute (walking) from downtown

1-6

2-2

3-7

4-1

5-2

Park free about 10 minutes (walking) from downtown with
frequent shuttle service to downtown with a small fee
required to ride the shuttle

1-

2-3

3-3

4-7

5-5

Park free about 15 minutes (walking) from downtown with
frequent FREE shuttle service to downtown

1-1

2-1

3-2

4-1

5-13

11

Are you
Male
Female

12

NA-1

6
14

What is your age category?
Male
Under 21
21 to 35
36 to 54
55 to 64
Over 64

3
3

Female
2
8
1
2
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COMMENTS:
⇒ My comments represent myself and my business partner. We are freelance court reporters and work for several state agencies as
well as private law firms. We carry approximately 20 pounds of equipment with us to every hearing and meeting. Close proximity
to State Street is our number one concern. We would gladly pay more than $2 a day for the convenience of parking close to the
AG’s office, the PSB and the DPS, 112 State Street. Joann Carson
⇒ Bus the friggin legislators. They are the problem! State employees work year around. They come in, take all the parking spaces –
screw up everything they possibly can and then go home. They need a parking garage in back of Thrush Tavern.
⇒ I work at 52 State Street and previously parked in the 60 State St. lot. I was unable to renew my permit and was eventually able to
obtain a pass for the Carr lot. We have not been able to get passes for all our employees. It is very frustrating to be faced with
losing the only slots we’ve been able to secure.
⇒ Thanks for doing this survey!! It shows someone cares.
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MONTPELIER CARR LOT PARKING STUDY
GENERAL SURVEY RESULTS

1

How do you usually travel to downtown Montpelier?

Drive Alone

67

Carpool/Vanpool drive

1 carpool driver

Carpool/Vanpool passenger 3
1 carpool passenger
Take the bus
Bike or walk

13
1 walk when I know I can’t get a space
1 on my days off from work

Other:

1 Moped______
1 Drive with child – drop off at U32
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2

If you drive to downtown Montpelier, where do you usually park?

In metered on-street parking

31

On the street, at a non-metered spot

9

In designated parking, provided by my employer

16

In parking lot – if yes, which one:

3
2
2
3
1
1
1
5
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1

next to Julio’s_________
Capital Plaza_________
Jacob’s
_________
By City Hall
_________
DET
_________
State parking behind Arts Council____
Behind Somers_________
Blanchard_________
Behind Capital Stationers______
Illegally at bank
Behind State St market
60 State Street
Carr Lot
Metered off-street
Pit
North Branch
Next to police station
Pitkin Court
Private parking for which I pay
Behind Coldwell Banker
Stone Cutters Way
Shaws
Live there
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3

How often do you drive to downtown Montpelier?

Once or twice a week

16

3-4 times per week

19

5 times per week

15

More than 5 times per week 30
Other:

4

1 Less than once every two weeks
1 Sometimes twice a day
2 Seven days a week
1 Once every other week
1 Twice

Do you usually drive to downtown Montpelier on:

Work weekdays

70

Weekday evenings

23

Weekends

28
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5

When you go downtown, generally –speaking, what is the purpose of trip?

Work – all-day

34
1 (walk)

Work – part-time

11

Work – attend meeting/appointment, etc.

15

Personal – shopping/recreational/social

45
1 (drive)

Other:

2 First in Fitness
1 Going home – I live downtown
1 Food
1 School

6

If you drive, do you currently use the Carr Lot for parking?

Yes (continue with questions)

8

No (skip to Question 11)

74
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7

How long do you walk from the Carr Lot to your destination?

Less than 5 minutes

5

6-10 minutes

2

11-15 minutes
More than 15 minutes
Other: ______________________

8

How often do you usually park at the Carr Lot?

I have a monthly pass

1

Every time I come to Montpelier

1

When I need to spend more than a couple hours in downtown
Only when on-street parking is unavailable

3

This is the first time I’ve ever parked in this lot
Other:

1 6 times a month
1 Once a week as a volunteer worker in State building
1 All winter – my parking permit lot does not allow winter parking
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9

Why do you use the Carr Lot for parking?

The location is convenient

5

The price is reasonable

2

The facility is good (i.e. clean, well-lit, covered, etc.)
There was no other parking available

2

Other:

1 because Pit is full

10

How do you pay for your parking in the Carr Lot?

Daily fee

6

Monthly fee

1

Other:______________

1 night time only usually
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11

How much do you usually pay for parking in general?

I rarely pay for parking

35
1 (disabled permit)

I pay a monthly fee

4

Less than $1.50/day (not a monthly fee)

26

More than $1.50/day (not a monthly fee)

10

Other:

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

12

meter
Monthly fee to City for North Branch Lot
$300/6 months
about $1/week
part of lease
arrive at end of business day and avoid most parking fees
I have a permit for Jacob Lot

When you decide where to park, how important are the following amenities and facilities?
Not Important

The lot is covered
The lot is well-lit

59
28

5
8

2
12
1*
4
7
9

3
9

Very
Important
3
18

It is a lot with controlled access
51
5
10
1
Parking is inexpensive
5
2
14
50
The location is within a 5-minute walk of my
4
4
18
43
destination
Pedestrian access is easy
6
1
11
18
38
* (The Julio’s lot is not and I don’t like having to walk there at night, which I must do every evening. I would rather park
behind my business, but have been put on a waiting list or the past 4 years – I need to bring inventory to and from my store.)
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13

How far away do you usually park from your destination?

Within two blocks

51

Two to four blocks

28

Four to six blocks

3

More than six blocks
14

If you had a choice, where would you park?

On the street

32

City Center Garage

3

Behind City Hall

30

Capital Plaza Lot

7

60 State Street

4

Behind Aubuchon Hardware

13
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Other:

(year-round – I have a permit – it’s part of my expensive rent)
DET
metered by Julio’s/Post Office
my current space
I enjoy the alk from Stone Cutters Way to #10 State St.
Behind Minuteman Press
Stone Cutters Way
Behind 22 Main St.
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15

Please rank the following five options in terms of your preference with 1 as most preferred and 5 as least preferred

Pay higher fees to park downtown
Pay lower fees to park, about 2-3 minutes (walking) from
downtown

1-11
1-31

2-7
2-22

3-18
3-10

4-11
4-5

5-23
5-1

NA-1
NA-1

Park free about 5 minute (walking) from downtown

1-25

2-24

3-16

4-4

5-2

NA-1

Park free about 10 minutes (walking) from downtown with
frequent shuttle service to downtown with a small fee
required to ride the shuttle

1-2

2-3

3-19

4-29

5-16

NA-1

Park free about 15 minutes (walking) from downtown with
frequent FREE shuttle service to downtown

1-2

2-6

3-7

4-14

5-39

NA-1

COMMENTS ON #15: I have to carry too much stuff to & from work to be enthusiastic about the shuttle.
Park all day in Montpelier for people can shop or have 2 hours free parking. (this person did not fill
out ranking)
N/A – we live 10-15 minutes walk from downtown
Shuttles don’t make sense in Vermont!

16 Are you?
Male
Female

38
45
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17 What is your age category?

Under 21
21 to 35
36 to 54
55 to 64
Over 64

Male
1
8
18
7
4

Female
2
14
19
7
3

COMMENTS:
⇒ Also – we need a couple of “disabled” spaces in Langdon Street. I have a terrible time trying to get my disabled mother
(age 91) to Yankee Paperback.
⇒ I need short-term parking: i.e. drop off books at library, pick up Rx at Brooks, quick trip into Main St. stores
⇒ Why is it that if you’re married to a police officer, you can get a permit immediately – this is politics at its worst.
⇒ What is the exact detail process to get a parking permit? Ed Fox, Cabot, VT 563-3131
⇒ I usually drive to Barre for shopping because I find parking on the Main St. For stamps and mailings, I go out of town to a
post office easily accessible. The same for the library. In my late 70’s I don’t need the hassle of Montpelier parking.
⇒ I live on Downing Street – it is in deplorable condition and still people crowd it with cards to such a point that I cannot
even back out of my driveway. I have to back down the street and turn in Blouin’s lot. This little dead end street needs to
be permit parking only – I hate not having access or emergency access.
⇒ I walk to work because I live about 10 min. (walking) away from town. I only drive to do shopping or errands. It defeats
the purpose of driving if I can’t park directly in town and it would discourage me from shopping locally!!
⇒ I should be able to park somewhere in the winter and not pay more – I HAVE A PARKING PERMIT
⇒ Hopefully you are getting this survey out to people who don’t live in Montpelier via employers, restaurants and shops;
provide SASE to help assure return.
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The figure below shows some of the parking areas being considered for expansion to
replace the 130 Carr Lot parking spaces.
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The figure below shows some of the parking areas being considered for expansion to
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Agenda


Carr Lot Replacement Study
Public Work Session #1

Welcome and Introductions (Anderson)
Purpose of this work session
Update on the Carr Lot Transit & Welcome Center project

Brief overview of other transportation projects under way by the City









City Hall Rear Lot Study (Donovan)
Traffic & Circulation Model (Donovan)
Transportation Plan Update (Capels)

Preliminary Findings of the Parking Replacement Study (Donovan)
Methodology for review and selection of sites
Summary of findings and recommendations of previous parking studies

studies
Preliminary findings and selected sites

Discussion of the Potential Replacement Facilities (Donovan)
Potential impacts and benefits
Conceptual footprints
Other issues
Summary and Next Steps
Safe journey home


Prepared for

City of Montpelier
Carr Lot Redevelopment
Advisory Committee







January 13, 2004



2

Meeting Purpose and Updates

Preliminary Findings
Methods for Initial Selection

Carr Lot Parking Space Replacement Study

• Proximity

Transit & Welcome Center

• Size

City Hall Rear Lot Study

• Previous Findings

Traffic & Circulation Model

• Eight Initial Sites
• Three Additions

Transportation Plan Update

3

Wilbur Smith Associates, 1/13/04

4

1

Preliminary Findings

Preliminary Findings

Comparison Matrix

Methods for Initial Selection

• Current Use & Ownership

• Proximity

• Pedestrian & Vehicular Access

• Size

• Link to Carr Lot

• Previous Findings

• Traffic Impacts

• Eight Initial Sites

• Environmental Considerations

• Three Additions

• Utility Conflicts
• Emergency Vehicle Access
• Construction Issues
5

Preliminary Findings

6

Preliminary Findings

Initial Selection

Capitol Plaza

• Capitol Plaza Lot

• Single Spiral

• Dept. of Education & Training Lot

• Multiple Access Points

• 140 State Street Lot (Between 136 and 144)

• Allows Barre Street Ext.

• North Branch/Jacobs Lot

• 280 Spaces

• State Request to Delete

130 Carr Lot
80 Replacement
50 Additional
• 350 SF/Space
7

Wilbur Smith Associates, 1/13/04

8

2

Preliminary Findings

Preliminary Findings

North Branch
Single Spiral
Single Access Points

Potential Impacts and Benefits

Allows Barre Street Ext.
256 Spaces

North
Branch/Jacobs
Lot

Capitol Plaza

130 Carr Lot
61 Replacement
65 Additional
350 SF/Space

Facility & General Layout to
1
accommodate 130 spaces

shared, 3 level garage (1/2
level below grade)

2 1/2 level garage

Facility used for analysis

shared, 4 level (1/2 level
below grade) (280 spaces)

3 level garage (256 spaces)

Current Use

62 leased public and 120
private parking spaces

61 leased public parking
spaces/service access to
businesses

Ownership

private

private

9
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Preliminary Findings

Preliminary Findings

Potential Impacts and Benefits
Capitol Plaza

Potential Impacts and Benefits
North
Branch/Jacobs
Lot

Capitol Plaza

North
Branch/Jacobs
Lot

Potential Pedestrian Access to
Downtown

easy access to State Street (and
Main St. in the future via
completed path / Barre St.
Extension)

tight access to Main St. - needs
access through buildings to
State St. (easy access to path /
Barre St. Extension

Traffic Impacts

increase use of State & Taylor
Sts. & Taylor & Memorial
Drive intersections

increase traffic on Main St. 11way access points needed
(potential easy future access
from Barre Street Extension)

Pedestrian access to the Carr Lot

1-2 minute walk across railroad

5-10 minute walk via State
Street; 22-3 minute walk via
railroad bridges (and in the
future via path / Barre Street
Extension)

Visual Impacts

garage in context with adjacent
hotel building – view corridors
form hotel maintained

garage in context with adjacent
buildings – Riverside
treatment important –
somewhat hidden – view from
adjacent windows blocked

Vehicular Access

acceptable vehicular access
from Taylor St. & State St.
(easy from Barre St.
Extension)

difficult vehicular access from
Main St. (easy from Barre St.

Environmental Considerations

minimal

potential river impacts

Extension)

Utility Conflicts

overhead wires

overhead wires

11

Wilbur Smith Associates, 1/13/04
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3

Preliminary Findings

Other Considerations

Potential Impacts and Benefits
Capitol Plaza

Pitkin & Blanchard Lots
North
Branch/Jacobs
Lot

acceptable emergency vehicle
access from Taylor St. & State
St. (easy from Barre St.
Extension)

difficult emergency vehicle
access from Main St. (easy
from Barre St. Extension) –
blocks access to rear of State
St. and Main St. buildings

Compatibility with Relevant Plans &
Recommendations

could limit development
potential along Barre St.
Extension – higher garage
could retain potential

compatible

Construction Issues

open area – relatively easy
construction

constricted site – difficult
construction – remova &
replacmetn of Aubuchon
Hardware could simplify
construction

Efficiency

350 sf/space
sf/space

350 sf/space
sf/space

Emergency Vehicle Access

• Pitkin – 298 Spaces on 5 levels (465 SF/Space)
• Blanchard – 224 Spaces on 5 levels (470 SF/Space)
• Greater Distance
• Reduces Overall Increase in Parking on these sites

13

Discussion

14

Next Steps

For Consideration

Select Recommended Site
Prepare Conceptual Design and Cost Estimate
Assemble Final Report
Submit by the End of February

• Preferred location for pedestrians
• Preferred location for vehicular access
• Preferred location for linkage to Carr Lot/ Transit &
Welcome Center
• Visual impacts
• Efficiency & Cost
• Overall Preference

15

Wilbur Smith Associates, 1/13/04

16
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Agenda


Carr Lot Replacement Study
Public Work Session #1

Welcome and Introductions (Anderson)
Purpose of this work session
Update on the Carr Lot Transit & Welcome Center project

Brief overview of other transportation projects under way by the City









City Hall Rear Lot Study (Donovan)
Traffic & Circulation Model (Donovan)
Transportation Plan Update (Capels)

Preliminary Findings of the Parking Replacement Study (Donovan)
Methodology for review and selection of sites
Summary of findings and recommendations of previous parking studies

studies
Preliminary findings and selected sites

Discussion of the Potential Replacement Facilities (Donovan)
Potential impacts and benefits
Conceptual footprints
Other issues
Summary and Next Steps
Safe journey home


Prepared for

City of Montpelier
Carr Lot Redevelopment
Advisory Committee







January 13, 2004
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Meeting Purpose and Updates

Preliminary Findings
Methods for Initial Selection

Carr Lot Parking Space Replacement Study

• Proximity

Transit & Welcome Center

• Size

City Hall Rear Lot Study

• Previous Findings

Traffic & Circulation Model

• Eight Initial Sites
• Three Additions

Transportation Plan Update
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Preliminary Findings

Preliminary Findings

Comparison Matrix

Methods for Initial Selection

• Current Use & Ownership

• Proximity

• Pedestrian & Vehicular Access

• Size

• Link to Carr Lot

• Previous Findings

• Traffic Impacts

• Eight Initial Sites

• Environmental Considerations

• Three Additions

• Utility Conflicts
• Emergency Vehicle Access
• Construction Issues
5

Preliminary Findings

6

Preliminary Findings

Initial Selection

Capitol Plaza

• Capitol Plaza Lot

• Single Spiral

• Dept. of Education & Training Lot

• Multiple Access Points

• 140 State Street Lot (Between 136 and 144)

• Allows Barre Street Ext.

• North Branch/Jacobs Lot

• 280 Spaces

• State Request to Delete

130 Carr Lot
80 Replacement
50 Additional
• 350 SF/Space
7

Wilbur Smith Associates, 1/13/04
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Carr Lot Replacement Study - Public
Work Session #1

Preliminary Findings

Preliminary Findings

North Branch
Single Spiral
Single Access Points

Potential Impacts and Benefits

Allows Barre Street Ext.
256 Spaces

North
Branch/Jacobs
Lot

Capitol Plaza

130 Carr Lot
61 Replacement
65 Additional
350 SF/Space

Facility & General Layout to
1
accommodate 130 spaces

shared, 3 level garage (1/2
level below grade)

2 1/2 level garage

Facility used for analysis

shared, 4 level (1/2 level
below grade) (280 spaces)

3 level garage (256 spaces)

Current Use

62 leased public and 120
private parking spaces

61 leased public parking
spaces/service access to
businesses

Ownership

private

private

9
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Preliminary Findings

Preliminary Findings

Potential Impacts and Benefits
Capitol Plaza

Potential Impacts and Benefits
North
Branch/Jacobs
Lot

Capitol Plaza

North
Branch/Jacobs
Lot

Potential Pedestrian Access to
Downtown

easy access to State Street (and
Main St. in the future via
completed path / Barre St.
Extension)

tight access to Main St. - needs
access through buildings to
State St. (easy access to path /
Barre St. Extension

Traffic Impacts

increase use of State & Taylor
Sts. & Taylor & Memorial
Drive intersections

increase traffic on Main St. 11way access points needed
(potential easy future access
from Barre Street Extension)

Pedestrian access to the Carr Lot

1-2 minute walk across railroad

5-10 minute walk via State
Street; 22-3 minute walk via
railroad bridges (and in the
future via path / Barre Street
Extension)

Visual Impacts

garage in context with adjacent
hotel building – view corridors
form hotel maintained

garage in context with adjacent
buildings – Riverside
treatment important –
somewhat hidden – view from
adjacent windows blocked

Vehicular Access

acceptable vehicular access
from Taylor St. & State St.
(easy from Barre St.
Extension)

difficult vehicular access from
Main St. (easy from Barre St.

Environmental Considerations

minimal

potential river impacts

Extension)

Utility Conflicts

overhead wires

overhead wires

11

Wilbur Smith Associates, 1/13/04
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Carr Lot Replacement Study - Public
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Preliminary Findings

Other Considerations

Potential Impacts and Benefits
Capitol Plaza

Pitkin & Blanchard Lots
North
Branch/Jacobs
Lot

acceptable emergency vehicle
access from Taylor St. & State
St. (easy from Barre St.
Extension)

difficult emergency vehicle
access from Main St. (easy
from Barre St. Extension) –
blocks access to rear of State
St. and Main St. buildings

Compatibility with Relevant Plans &
Recommendations

could limit development
potential along Barre St.
Extension – higher garage
could retain potential

compatible

Construction Issues

open area – relatively easy
construction

constricted site – difficult
construction – remova &
replacmetn of Aubuchon
Hardware could simplify
construction

Efficiency

350 sf/space
sf/space

350 sf/space
sf/space

Emergency Vehicle Access

• Pitkin – 298 Spaces on 5 levels (465 SF/Space)
• Blanchard – 224 Spaces on 5 levels (470 SF/Space)
• Greater Distance
• Reduces Overall Increase in Parking on these sites

13

Discussion

14

Next Steps

For Consideration

Select Recommended Site
Prepare Conceptual Design and Cost Estimate
Assemble Final Report
Submit by the End of February

• Preferred location for pedestrians
• Preferred location for vehicular access
• Preferred location for linkage to Carr Lot/ Transit &
Welcome Center
• Visual impacts
• Efficiency & Cost
• Overall Preference
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Wilbur Smith Associates, 1/13/04
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1/26/2005

Agenda

Montpelier City Hall
Rear Lot Parking
Structure
& Carr Lot Studies

 Background

and Study Purpose
 Alternate Layouts
 Statistics & Potential Impacts
 Public Comments

Public Input Meeting

 Questions

Presented by

 Concerns

Wilbur Smith Associates
May 27, 2004

2

The Need for More Parking


The Need for More Parking

Two Separate Studies


Carr Lot Replacement



City Hall Rear Lot



2001 Parking Report to City Council


Many past parking studies with similar findings and
recommendations



Demand for 600 Additional Spaces over Next 5 Years
 250 to be addressed through parking management

strategies
 350 to be addressed with additional parking spaces

3

Wilbur Smith Associates

4

1

1/26/2005

Montpelier Off-Street Parking
Off
Off-Street

Alternatives

Study
Areas
5

Montpelier Off-Street Parking
Off
Off-Street

6

Capital Plaza Alternative

Capital
Plaza
7

Wilbur Smith Associates

8

2

1/26/2005

Capital Plaza Alternative (2nd level)

Montpelier Off-Street Parking
Off
Off-Street

Jacob’s
Lot
9

Jacobs Lot (1st level)

Jacobs Lot #1 (2nd level)

11

Wilbur Smith Associates

10

12

3

1/26/2005

Jacobs Lot #2 (2nd level)

Montpelier Off-Street Parking
Off
Off-Street

PitkinWells
Lot
13

Rear Lot Alternative

Rear Lot Schematic Elevation

15

Wilbur Smith Associates

14

16

4

1/26/2005

27-May-04

Capitol Plaza C

shared, 4 level (1/2 level 3 feet below
grade)

Facility Used for Analysis

North Branch/Jacobs Lot #1 North Branch/Jacobs Lot #2

4 level garage

4 level garage

Pitkin-Wells #3

4 level garage

New Trips Generated at the Carr Lot Replacement Parking Alternatives during the PM Peak Hour

Current Use

62 leased public and 120 private
parking spaces

61 leased public parking
spaces/service access to businesses

61 leased public parking
spaces/service access to businesses

hillside

Ownership

private

private

private

public and private

Potential Pedestrian Access to Downtown

easy access to State Street (and Main tight access to Main St. - needs access
through buildings to State St. (easy
St. in the future via completed path /
access to path / Barre St. Extension)
Barre St. Extension)
potential access to rear of buildings on
all levels.
5-10 minute walk via State Street; 2-3
minute walk via railroad bridges (and in
the future via path / Barre Street
Extension)

1-2 minute walk across railroad

Vehicular Access

acceptable vehicular accessfrom Taylor difficult vehicular access from Main St. difficult vehicular access from Main St. same as current access to Pitkin and
(easy from Barre St. Extension)
(easy from Barre St. Extension)
Blanchard lots
St. & State St. (easy from Barre St.
Extension)

Traffic Assessment

increase use of State & Taylor Sts. &
Taylor & Memorial Drive Intersections

increase traffic on Main St. 1-way
access points needed (potential easy
future access from Barre Street
Extension)

increase traffic on Main St. 1-way
access points needed (potential easy
future access from Barre Street
Extension)

increase traffic on Main St and State
Street.

Visual Impacts

garage in context with adjacent hotel
building - view corridors from hotel
maintained

minimal

garage in context with adjacent
buildings - Riverside treatment
important - somewhat hidden - view
from adjacent building windows
blocked
potential river impacts

significant modifcation to hillside,
blocks views south of houses on East
State Street

Environmental Considerations

garage in context with adjacent
buildings - Riverside treatment
important - somewhat hidden - view
from adjacent building windows
blocked
potential river impacts

Utility Conflicts

overhead wires

overhead wires

overhead wires

acceptable emergency vehicle access
from Taylor St. & State St. (easy from
Barre St. Extension)

Truck Access

truck access possible under garage in
location of future Barre Street
Extension

difficult emergency vehicle access from
Main St. (easy from Barre St.
Extension) - blocks access to rear of
State St. and Main St. buildings garage offers potential for sprinklers to
buildings
single point truck access to rear of
buildings on State and Main Streets.

difficult emergency vehicle access from acceptable
Main St. (easy from Barre St.
Extension) - blocks access to rear of
State St. and Main St. buildings garage offers potential for sprinklers to
buildings
no impact
full truck access under first level of
garage, including circulation behind
Aubochon

limits development potential along
Barre St. Extension

compatible

overhead wires

compatible

327

Spaces Removed

107

NA

NA

8

Net New Spaces

164

327

357

312

34

320

197

227

NA

Efficiency

356 SF / Space

411 SF / Space

377 SF / Space

304 SF / Space

Estimated Constuction Cost per Space

$17,000

$17,000

$17,000

$21,000

Total Construction Cost

$4,607,000

$5,559,000

$6,069,000

$6,720,000

Operating Cost Per Space

$350

$375

$375

$475

Total Operating Cost per Year

$95,000

$123,000

$135,000

$152,000

Parking Lot
Elm St.
State St.
State St.

Existing

State St. & Elm St.

LOS

North Bound
South Bound
East Bound
West Bound

C
D
A
A

State St. & Taylor St.

LOS

Taylor St.
North Bound
Gov. Davis Dr. South Bound
State St.
East Bound
State St.
West Bound

Taylor St.
US 2
US 2
US 2

F
F
A
A

US 2 & Taylor St.

LOS

South Bound
East Bound Thru
East Bound Left
West Bound

C
B
D
C

Jacob's Lot

Existing

Main St. & Barre St.

LOS

Barre St.
M&M Bev.
Main St.
Main St.

West Bound
East Bound
North Bound
South Bound

F
E
A
A

US 2 & Main St.

LOS

Northfield St.
Main St.
US 2
US 2

North Bound
South Bound
East Bound
West Bound

F
D
B
B

State St. & Main St.
Main St.
North Bound
Main St.
South Bound
State St.
East Bound
East State St. West Bound

Wilbur Smith Associates

LOS
D
F
F
F

Delay
24.8
26.5
3.5
0.4

Delay

New Garage 1/3 use

New Garage 2/3 use

LOS

LOS

Delay

F
F
A
A

LOS
24
18.4
48.2
21.5

Delay
244.3
36.5
0.1
1.7

Delay
626.7
41
19.9
18.9

Delay
35.8
142.2
270.2
193.3

Delay

D
D
A
A

LOS

609.5
89.7
4.2
4.1

25.7
27.6
3.5
0.4

D
D
A
A

622.5
92.1
4.2
4.1

F
F
A
A

Delay

LOS

Delay

C
B
D
C

LOS
25.4
18.4
48.7
21.8

Delay

Delay
633.3
94.2
4.2
4.1

Delay

C
B
D
C

26.1
18.4
48.7
21.8

New Garage 2/3 use

LOS

LOS

LOS
F
D
B
B

LOS
D
F
F
F

Delay
261.8
52.2
0.1
1.7

Delay
626.7
43.5
19.9
18.9

Delay
36.4
142.2
270.2
193.3

F
F
A
A

LOS
F
D
B
B

LOS
D
F
F
F

Discussion

28.6
30.4
3.5
0.4

New Garage 1/3 use

F
F
A
A

out

12 out
23 out
35
35 out
Total 2/3 Use
70
Level of Service and Delay Analysis

variable

open area - relatively easy construction constricted site - difficult construction - constricted site - difficult construction - excavation and construction of
retaining wall, ventilation.
removal & replacement of Aubuchon
removal & replacement of Aubuchon
Hardware could simplify construction
Hardware could simplify construction
271

357

out
in and out
in and out
out

1/3 New Spaces
Existing Carr Lot
Total 1/3 Use

Construction Issues

Capitol Plaza

Total 2/3 Use

23
24
20
6
73
46
119
Jacobs
Lot

New Spaces

New Spaces After Carr Lot (-130)

1/3 New Spaces
Welcome Center
Buses
Staff
Total 1/3 Use

Erosion, vegetation removal

Emergency Vehicle Access

Compatiblity with Relevant Plans &
Recommendations

Capital
Plaza

tight access to Main St. - needs access acceptable from Pitkin lot, Increased
access to Park
through buildings to State St. (easy
access to path / Barre St. Extension)
potential access to rear of buildings on
all levels.
5-10 minute walk via State Street; 2-3 NA
minute walk via railroad bridges (and in
the future via path / Barre Street
Extension)

Pedestrian Access to the Carr Lot

Delay
281.2
81.8
0.1
1.7

Delay
630.6
46.4
19.9
18.9

Delay
36.9
142.2
270.2
193.3

20

5

1/26/2005

Contact Information
Jim Donovan, ASLA
Wilbur Smith Associates
Phone: 802802-985985-2530
Fax:
802802-985985-8175
jdonovan@wilbursmith.com

Study Information on City Web Site
http://www.montpelierhttp://www.montpelier-vt.org/wip
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Wilbur Smith Associates
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Agenda

Montpelier Carr
Lot Replacement
Studies

 Background

and Study Purpose
 Alternate Layouts
 Statistics & Potential Impacts
 Discussion

City Council Meeting

July 14, 2004

2

Carr Lot Replacement Potentials

Efficient Parking Structure Layout

Study
Areas
3

Wilbur Smith Associates

4

1

1/26/2005

Carr Lot Replacement “Finalist”

Alternatives

Study
Areas
5

Capital Plaza Alternative

6

Capital Plaza Existing

Capital
Plaza
7

Wilbur Smith Associates

8

2

1/26/2005

Capital Plaza Alternative (2nd level)

Capital Plaza Alternative

9

North Branch Alternative

10

North Branch (Existing)

North
Branch
Lot
11

Wilbur Smith Associates

12

3

1/26/2005

North Branch (1st level)

North Branch #1 (2nd level)

13

North Branch #2 (2nd level)

14

Capital Plaza/Carr

Capital
Carr
Lot
15

Wilbur Smith Associates

16

4

1/26/2005

Capital Plaza Carr #1

Capital Plaza Carr #2

17

18

27-May-04

Capital Plaza C

Capital Plaza C

North Branch/Jacobs Lot #1 North Branch/Jacobs Lot #2

Capital Plaza Carr #1

Current Use

62 leased public and 120 private
parking spaces

61 leased public parking spaces/service 61 leased public parking spaces/service 62 leased public and 120 private
access to businesses
access to businesses
parking spaces on the Capital Plaza
and 61 spaces on the Carr lot.

62 leased public and 120 private
parking spaces on the Capital Plaza
and 61 spaces on the Carr lot.

Current Ownership

private

private (City has 99 year lease)

Private

tight access to Main St.on vehicular
easy access to State Street via
access drives or through buildings sidewalks; circuitous access to Taylor
only access through buildings to State
Street (good access in the future to
Main St.via completed path / Barre St. St. (easy access to path / Barre St.
Extension) potential barrior free access
Extension)
f djwalk tvia
b State
ildi Street;ll 3-4
2 - 3 minute walk across railroad by the t5-10 minute
pedestrian crossing or Taylor Street
minute walk via railroad bridges (and in
the future via path / Barre Street
Extension)

Efficiency

356 SF / Space

411 SF / Space

377 SF / Space

360 SF / Sapce

342 SF / Space

Potential Pedestrian Access to Downtown

Estimated Constuction Cost per
Space

$17,000

$17,000

$17,000

$18,000

$18,000

Pedestrian Access to the Carr Lot

Total Construction Cost

$4,607,000

$5,559,000

$6,069,000

$6,246,000

$7,038,000

Operating Cost Per Space

$350

$375

$375

$350

$375

Total Operating Cost per Year

$95,000

$123,000

$135,000

$121,500

$146,625

110

154

Vehicular Access

4 level garage

4 level garage

private (City has 99 year lease)

4 level garage with footprints on Capital
4 level garage with upper two levels
extending over the railroad towards the Plaza and Carr Lott - Access to upper
Carr Lot with support columns on Carr two levels only from Capital Plaza
lot

Private

tight access to Main St.on vehicular
easy access to State Street via
access drives or through buildings sidewalks; circuitous access to Taylor
only access through buildings to State Street (and Main St. in the future via
St. (easy access to path / Barre St.
completed path / Barre St. Extension)
Extension) potential barrior free access
t5-10 minute
f djwalk tvia
b State
ildi Street;ll 3-4 1-2 minute walk from garage
minute walk via railroad bridges (and in
the future via path / Barre Street
Extension)

easy access to State Street via
sidewalks; circuitous access to Taylor
Street (and Main St. in the future via
completed path / Barre St. Extension)
1-2 minute walk across railroad

acceptable vehicular access from State acceptable vehicular access from State
very difficult and circuitous vehicular
acceptable vehicular access from State very difficult and circuitous vehicular
access from Main St. via a substandard, access from Main St. via a substandard, St., circuitous access from Taylor St. to St., circuitous access from Taylor St. to
St., circuitous access from Taylor St.
narrow access drive to the ground level Capital Plaza, easy access to Carr lot Capital Plaza, easy access to Carr lot
(Future easy from Barre St. Extension) narrow access drive or a circuitous
(Future easy from Barre St. Extension) (Future easy from Barre St. Extension)
or a circuitous access route starting
access route starting near M&M
near M&M Beverage to the upper levels
Beverage (future access easier from
(future access to the upper levels easier
Barre St. Extension)
from Barre St. Extension) No vehicular
circulation between the ground level
and the upper levels

Traffic Assessment

increase use of State & Taylor Sts. &
Taylor & Memorial Drive Intersections

Visual Impacts

garage height in context with adjacent
hotel building, will be a significant
presence in the view from Memorial
Drive - view corridors from hotel
maintained

Environmental Considerations

Utility Conflicts

Emergency Vehicle Access

acceptable emergency vehicle access
from Taylor St. & State St. (future easy
from Barre St. Extension)

Truck Access

Wilbur Smith Associates

Capital Plaza Carr #2

shared, 4 level (1/2 level 3 feet below
grade)

34

227

Capital Plaza Carr #1

Facility Used for Analysis

New Spaces After Carr Lot (130)

197

North Branch/Jacobs Lot #1 North Branch/Jacobs Lot #2

Capital Plaza Carr #2

increase traffic on Main St. and at the
State/Main intersection; 1-way access
points will help circulation (potential
easy future access from Barre Street
E t
i )
garage in context with adjacent
buildings - may be difficult to see riverside treatment important - view
from adjacent building windows blocked

increase traffic on Main St. 1-way
access points needed (potential easy
future access from Barre Street
Extension)

flood plain issues to be addressed
minimal

potential river impacts; possible
hazardous material in the soil

potential river impacts; possible
hazardous material in the soil

potential river impacts

potential river impacts

overhead wires and storm drains

overhead wires and storm drains;
propane tanks to be relocated

overhead wires and storm drains;
propane tanks to be relocated

overhead wires

overhead wires

increase use of State & Taylor Sts. &
Taylor & Memorial Drive Intersections

increase use of State & Taylor Sts. &
Taylor & Memorial Drive Intersections

garage height in context with adjacent garage height in context with adjacent
garage in context with adjacent
hotel building, will be a significant
hotel building, will be a significant
buildings - may be difficult to see presence in the view from Memorial
presence in the view from Memorial
riverside treatment important - view
Drive - view corridors from hotel
from adjacent building windows blocked Drive - view corridors from hotel
maintained, large raised structure could maintained, large raised structure could
be out of place
be out of place

difficult emergency vehicle access from difficult emergency vehicle access to
acceptable emergency vehicle access acceptable emergency vehicle access
ground level and upper levels from Main from Taylor St. & State St. (easy from from Taylor St. & State St. (easy from
Main St. (easy from Barre St.
St. (easier future access from Barre St. Barre St. Extension)
Extension) - blocks access to rear of
Barre St. Extension)
State St. and Main St. buildings -garage Extension) - structure blocks access to
rear of State St. and Main St. buildings offers potential for sprinklers to
garage offers potential for sprinklers to
buildings
buildings
very limited single point truck access to truck access possible under garage in truck access possible under garage in
truck access possible under garage in limited truck access to ground level,
location of future Barre Street Extension location of future Barre Street Extension
location of future Barre Street Extension including circulation behind Aubuchon ground level at rear of buildings on
State and Main Streets - may require
building single point truck access to
backing in or backing out of the space.
rear of buildings on State and Main
Streets.

Compatiblity with Relevant Plans &
Recommendations

limits development potential along Barre compatible
St. Extension

compatible

Construction Issues

open area - relatively easy construction - constricted site - difficult construction must consider flood plain issues - may potential issues associated with building
close and over existing buildings and
be subsurface issues to address
close to the river - removal &
replacement of Aubuchon Hardware
could simplify construction - must
consider flood plain issues

constricted site - difficult construction - open area - relatively easy construction - open area - relatively easy construction potential issues associated with building construction over rail road creates
construction over rail road creates
close and over existing buildings and
complications and possible extra
complications and possible extra
close to the river - removal &
expense - must consider flood plain
expense - must consider flood plain
replacement of Aubuchon Hardware
issues
issues
could simplify construction - must
consider flood plain issues

Permit Issues

Act 250, stormwater runoff, and zoning
permits needed

Act 250, stormwater runoff and zoning
permits needed; total approval by fire,
rescue and police recommended

Act 250, stormwater runoff and zoning
permits needed; total approval by fire,
rescue and police recommended

Not compatible with current plans for
Not compatible with current plans for
the Carr lot because it uses park space the Carr lot because it uses park space
for parking; limits development potential for parking; limits development potential
along Barre St. Extension
along Barre St. Extension

Act 250, storm water runoff and zoning Act 250, storm water runoff and zoning
permits needed, Permission to use
permits needed, Permission to use
railroad air rights required. Refinement railroad air rights required. Refinement
of proposed Carr lot site plan needed. of proposed Carr lot site plan needed.
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Capitol Plaza

Parking Lot
Elm St.
State St.
State St.

New Trips Generated at the Carr Lot Replacement Parking Alternatives during the PM Peak Hour
Capital
Plaza
1/3 New Spaces
Welcome Center
Buses
Staff
Total 1/3 Use
Total 2/3 Use

23
24
20
6
73
46
119

out
in and out
in and out
out

Existing

State St. & Elm St.

LOS

North Bound
South Bound
East Bound
West Bound

C
D
A
A

State St. & Taylor St.
Taylor St.
North Bound
Gov. Davis Dr. South Bound
State St.
East Bound
State St.
West Bound

LOS
F
F
A
A

New Garage 1/3 use
Delay

LOS
24.8
26.5
3.5
0.4

Delay

LOS

609.5
89.7
4.2
4.1

Delay

D
D
A
A

F
F
A
A

New Garage 2/3 use
LOS

25.7
27.6
3.5
0.4

D
D
A
A

622.5
92.1
4.2
4.1

F
F
A
A

Delay

LOS

Delay
28.6
30.4
3.5
0.4

Delay
633.3
94.2
4.2
4.1

out
Taylor St.
US 2
US 2
US 2

Jacobs
Lot
1/3 New Spaces
Existing Carr Lot
Total 1/3 Use

12 out
23 out
35
35 out
Total 2/3 Use
70
Level of Service and Delay Analysis

US 2 & Taylor St.

LOS

South Bound
East Bound Thru
East Bound Left
West Bound

C
B
D
C

Jacob's Lot

Existing

Main St. & Barre St.

LOS

Barre St.
M&M Bev.
Main St.
Main St.

West Bound
East Bound
North Bound
South Bound

F
E
A
A

US 2 & Main St.

LOS

Northfield St.
Main St.
US 2
US 2

North Bound
South Bound
East Bound
West Bound

F
D
B
B

State St. & Main St.
Main St.
North Bound
Main St.
South Bound
State St.
East Bound
East State St. West Bound

Discussion

LOS
D
F
F
F

Delay

LOS
24
18.4
48.2
21.5

Delay
244.3
36.5
0.1
1.7

Delay
626.7
41
19.9
18.9

Delay
35.8
142.2
270.2
193.3

Delay

C
B
D
C

LOS
25.4
18.4
48.7
21.8

Delay

C
B
D
C

26.1
18.4
48.7
21.8

New Garage 1/3 use

New Garage 2/3 use

LOS

LOS

F
F
A
A

LOS
F
D
B
B

LOS
D
F
F
F

Delay
261.8
52.2
0.1
1.7

Delay
626.7
43.5
19.9
18.9

Delay
36.4
142.2
270.2
193.3

F
F
A
A

LOS
F
D
B
B

LOS
D
F
F
F

Delay
281.2
81.8
0.1
1.7

Delay
630.6
46.4
19.9
18.9

Delay
36.9
142.2
270.2
193.3

Contact Information
Jim Donovan, ASLA
Wilbur Smith Associates
Phone: 802802-985985-2530
Fax:
802802-985985-8175
jdonovan@wilbursmith.com

Study Information on City Web Site
http://www.montpelierhttp://www.montpelier-vt.org/wip
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Wilbur Smith Associates
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APPENDIX G
Photo Simulations
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